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A refreshing emphasis on the practical Just as the title says, this is a PRACTICAL disaster
preparedness instruction. Each of the major areas of concern is covered in a short but thorough
manner, and by the end of the chapter are bullet points and checklists. Five Stars very happy.
You aren't told you need to go out and buy a year's well worth of food and 10,000 rounds of
ammo and head for your mountain retreat at the initial sign of trouble. You can also lessen toilet-
water costs by setting up a European-style Dual-Flush kit, which allows you to make use of about
half as much water (.Look after Yourself, 9th Edition: THE ENTIRE Illustrated Guideline to Medical
Self-Treatment  PLENTY OF GOOD INFORMATION As a person who lives in the center of Kansas,
tornadoes and--to a much lesser extent--bad winters are some items that are constantly on my
mind.I felt that this book was a fantastic one-stop look for getting a single in the right mind-
collection to prepare for every disaster.FOOD--If you want to have a goal of a one-month's
supply of food, I would strongly suggest obtaining a bulk amount with a shelf existence of 25
years." . This book fits the expenses. . only to answer in the adverse when asked if they have a
month's way to obtain meals stored up or have bothered to take a photographic inventory of
their household goods. Sometimes actually the "common sense" things have to be reiterated. it
really is in stability with the scope and level of all of the topics. Many might say that "oh, well
that's just common sense! Purchase it once and be done with it. Wise Food Source,
Thrive--among others--have a number of bulk packages you can purchase sometimes with free
shipping and/or other goodies tossed in.--We felt the writer was a touch too concerned with
taste. If I'm in a survival scenario I can care less about taste provided that it's edible, doesn't
make me sick and enables me live to observe another day.--A P38 is still a great can opener.
Where else is it possible to match a can opener on your own key ring?WATER--Some newer
house toilets only use 1.6 gallons per flush, which is significantly less than the 2-3+ cited by the
writer. This is by far the most practical and realistic simple disaster preparedness book I've
browse.8 gallons) for liquid waste. Something everyone should have within their home and use
to create their Disaster Preparedness Plan Great book. I highly recommend this publication to
anyone who is interested in being prepared!LIGHT--Don't forget that one may also use Parrafin
Lighter cubes to start out an easy fire. The word 'quarantine' didn't come in the index, and when
I appeared up gardening it basically said to "buy a reserve on gardening". Additionally you don't
have to worry about essential oil dripping (oil-filled radiator). So I found it amusing that the
writer listed primarily websites and recommendations of keeping lists and spreadsheets on your
computer. Fantastic!) and brought several additional topics to brain that I hadn't thought about
(Nuclear disaster, Shelter-in-place, EMP) that aren't really in my sphere of control, but I could
help plan a little bit for to protect my family members. There is no blower, no glowing parts and
no moving parts.ELECTRICITY--Of all the things that could happen, I'd consider loss of electricity
to end up being probably the most detrimental.MEDICAL / FIRST AID--In addition to
bookmarking a few medical websites, if the power goes away, I would recommend a few books,
like this one . . .  You will not be disappointed. Excellent primer about them Presents very useful
food for idea in a non- threatening way . I also understood that buying a pre-made backpack of
inexpensive 'survival equipment' from Amazon wasn't going to cut it either. Set limitations for
certain expenditures and color code as you go so that you can quickly see if factors are going
great (green) or bad (reddish). Doing this every Fri helps you keep in mind the password for your
websites and know for several what you have in there.PROTECTION--Don't forget swords. You
can buy a fully functional katana blade for about $300. Hanwei/Paul Chen is an excellent place to
start. Not as good mainly because a gun, but a heck of much better than a knife.The book helped
me flesh out the plans / preparations I had planned to create (primarily water/food/light/air),



produced me re-think work I had already performed (enough life insurance coverage? It's logical,
thorough, and well researched.CREATING A (D)isaster (P)reparedness NETWORK--I think that a
community DP network is a good idea for those who can't immediately afford a few of the more
expensive survival products listed (generators, gas masks, etc). Nevertheless, having a DP
network where everyone understands what the other has was also ironically contradictory to the
author's declaration that you shouldn't reveal what items you have readily available. I adored the
scenarios at the end of each chapter.General:While I'd argue that this book isn't completely
practical--do you really have the funds to go out and buy a NukAlert or an expensive generator
setup?--I did feel that it covered all of the bases, offering very much food for thought along the
way.Dr. General, a great option for a textbook. Logical and well written. A comprehensive guide
to being PREPARED... not how to become a crazy PREPPER! OK.. I love to consider myself a
thoughtful, prepared person.. We had just moved to a different portion of the country (sitting on
an earthquake fault range) and bought a house, so I thought "OK. 1)... Ought to be mandatory
reading for every neighborhood view group.. time to think about being prepared. Therefore
would recommend for EVERYONE.FINANCIAL PREPAREDNESS--Something I really do religiously
every Friday--log into all websites that involve money and track all your finances in a
spreadsheet.I acquired exactly what I needed plus much more. Perhaps potential editions can
provide recommendations on how to create a survival package on a limited budget or only using
everyday household supplies. Bradley undergoes air, water, food, and first-aid so that you can
see where you may want to boost your own programs. He also switches into some self defense
and security without letting it overwhelm the book. dangers are different following the
move..Below I'll list a few tips and responses of my own regarding some of the categorized
chapters in this reserve. He also discusses other dangers and risk planning like building a
support network and building a sound financial arrange for you and your family so you aren't
overwhelmed when a risk event hits (anything from a heavy car repair expenses to the increased
loss of a partner). Also, avoid "wall-hanger" swords you discover in malls.HEATING /
COOLING--Another heat supply to consider is the Micathermic space heater.Many thanks! Always
be prepared! Well thought out assistance and help for finding your way through disaster. While I
don't believe you should rely on one supply for a subject like this, if I was heading to this might
be the main one. (this book is normally for disaster preparedness not really wilderness survival) I
am a survivalist who desired insight into surviving a meeting enabling you to be stuck at home
without all our normal creature comforts. .that was recommended to me when I was in the
Army.. I highly recommend this publication to anyone who is interested in being .. A Must Have!
If Shelter is definitely number one, after that it should also be the first thing discussed. This is
definately not the extremes you imagine of when you hear the term prepper. In the event that
you were to purchase only one book on how to be better prepared this would be it! information
source this is an excellent source for extended information however the book needs to be
moreover. too much extraneous information. too many contradictory statements. What I like is
that the author sketches out different scenarios - non-e of which are outside the bounds of
credibility - and the discusses the most useful ways to respond. wish ill never need it. Not
particularly pleased Much less detailed as I would like. You can purchase them on-line and from
knowledge I can tell you that actually one cube will do to get a stack of coals heading on the grill.
Great book!.SHELTER--We found it odd that Shelter is the most important--according to the
author--but turns up in Chapter five AFTER Water and food. I utilized this as my hypothetical text
message book for my Communication in Educational Settings Program. This book is AMAZING.
This book is incredibly helpful, interesting, and divided in an exceptional and understandable



manner. I loved the way the writer writes in a way that anyone can understand, but that a reader
will definitely feel like their understanding has been expanded. Provides a comprehensive
guidebook to all you probably have to know and explains how to do the majority of things (or
tells you how to find out how to if it doesn't). When possible, I'd say you're better off fending for
yourself, especially if your home is in a bad neighborhood. I consider myself middle-class and
even on my salary a few of the items stated are ridiculously expensive--even if I only focused on
applicable threats. Not really a "preppers" guide, so it didn't make me freak out and begin
screaming that "the sky is falling" (observe ch.. Would recommend it for house and family make
use of and for anybody who needs to prepare their lives in a useful method for disasters that
impact all of us."What I DID Not need was a instruction on how best to farm my own crops and
stockpile a huge selection of pounds of wheat for milling and how to stockpile my very own
bunker to arm my very own militia. I'm sorry, however when the power goes out, what great is
that going to do for you? I had to create an entire course (including lesson plans, syllabus, and
activities) and I chose Disaster Preparedness and Communication as my subject. When I say
"completely functional" I mean a sword that may chop a limb in two. I cannot think about
anything still left out of this readable however informative manual. And I LOVED that it was
unbiased in addition to easy to follow for even somebody that found read it with out a
background in planning for disasters.
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